DEPT spectral editing in HCCONH-type experiments. Application to fast protein backbone and side chain assignment.
2D DEPT-H(alpha,beta)C(alpha,beta)(CO)NH and 2D CT-DEPT-HC(CO)NH-TOCSY experiments are presented which allow fast resonance assignment of aliphatic protein side chains. In these 2D reduced-dimensionality experiments, two or three nuclei are frequency labeled in the indirect dimension. DEPT spectral editing reduces the number of correlation peaks detected in each 2D spectrum, and helps in amino-acid-type determination during sequential backbone resonance assignment. Applications are shown for a small 68-residue, and a highly deuterated 167-residue protein. The new experiments complement the set of 2D HNX correlation experiments, previously proposed for fast protein resonance assignment [J. Biomol. NMR, 27 (2003) 57].